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Lonely rivers flow to the sea, to the sea To the open arms of the sea Lonely rivers sigh wait for me, wait for me I’ll be
coming home, wait for me1
*278 I. Introduction

Like the river in Unchained Melody, has music been lonely? Has it longed for home? Has music been constrained by a legal
system that cares more for cold, systematic ownership and compensation systems than for artistic and expressionistic
freedom? Is cyberspace2 “home” for music? Will music be “free” there? Will new compensation systems be created? The
questions are many. Some of the answers, perhaps, are just beginning to come into view.
In 1955, when Alex North and Hy Zaret wrote Unchained Melody, including the mournful bridge quoted above, they
doubtlessly had no clue that as the twenty-first century drew near the song’s title and lyric would be as apropos as a reference
to a legal conundrum concerning music as it would be in continuing to identify a great song. Unchained Melody has been
recorded by surely dozens of recording artists and released by their record companies since the song was made immensely
popular by the Righteous Brothers in the 1960s.3 It is no wonder that this haunting melody has become perhaps as popular in
cyberspace as it is on various recordings. Normally, songwriters consider their music’s popularity to be their ticket out of
sleeping (at least figuratively) in the back seat of some old car;4 in cyberspace, however, their music may become popular
without the concomitant remuneration that would change their sleeping arrangements.5
The problem is that while the copyright scheme knows how to compensate music copyright owners for sales of compact discs
(CDs)6 or for public performances on radio and the like,7 performances in cyberspace are daunting because they are
“unchained;” that is, they quite often occur without sufficient *279 reference to a system of compensation generally adhered
to by those engaging in such public performances.8 It is the “unchained” nature of cyberspace that is so perplexing.9
Illustrative of the problem is the lawsuit, discussed infra, that was filed by Frank Music Corp., the copyright owner of
Unchained Melody, against the on-line service CompuServe, Inc., concerning the unlicensed and uncompensated distribution
of Unchained Melody and other songs via the on-line service.10
Traditional mechanisms for gathering royalties11 must be reworked in the context of cyberspace to account for the
fundamental shift towards access and usage in electronic commerce as compared to the traditional physical movement of
goods through the economy.12 Compensation relating to musical works likely will be tied more and more closely to the
consumer’s specific usage of a composition rather than to the acquisition of a physical embodiment of a song in the form, for
example, of a CD.13 This concept of licensing is anything but new. Various licensing mechanisms have developed over the
years as differing uses of intellectual property have been defined.14 Licenses for music and other forms of copyrighted matter
are currently *280 parsed according to the “bundle of rights” granted in Section 106 of the Copyright Act.15 The right to
produce sheet music, for example, is licensed separately from permission to publicly perform the same composition.16 In the
context of cyberspace, the digital distribution of music in the form of binary files has created the necessity of further
refinement of the nature and scope of licenses for the exploitation of musical compositions.17 Licenses already have become
the transaction of choice in the software distribution context.18 The use of a particular copy of software is governed by a
license, and software companies are quick to point out that software is not sold but is licensed.19 Licensing in the context of
cyberspace will include contracting for intangibles and a royalty-collecting mechanism.20
Since digital works can be disassembled and put to many types of uses which are fundamentally different from the uses of
analog works, there is a greater risk of loss of royalties where license mechanisms are not calibrated to define and detect
particular uses.21 The ability to control the reproduction and particularized usage of copyrighted works can be lost very
quickly in cyberspace.22 In 1996, two songs from Irish superband U2’s then unreleased POP album were allegedly heisted
from computers in the recording studio and posted at Web sites in at least four countries for free downloading.23 The issue of
digital sampling, wherein small amounts of *281 music and/or words are digitally lifted from an existing sound recording and
used in a new and unconnected sound recording, demonstrates that even a quantitatively very small piece of a musical
composition can be worth protecting.24 Under U.S. copyright law, economic incentive drives the creation of expressive
works;25 in cyberspace, compensation for musical creations increasingly will be a function of technology sufficient to track
the use and to collect the royalties due various rights holders.26 It was not always so complex.
A. Music as a Facet of Copyright Law
Music publishing in the United States began humbly in 1698 when The Bay Psalm Book was published.27 The publication of
early musical works was driven by religious ceremonies requiring printed hymns for congregational participation.28 In 1712,
the Reverend John Tufts published An Introduction to the Singing of Psalm Tunes in a Plain and Easy Method with a
Collection of Tunes in Three Parts, which was apparently popular due to its “plain and easy method.”29 The popularity of
hymnals was evident throughout the 1700s and provided a market for the publication of sheet music.30 In 1793, Benjamin
Carr founded the first music publishing company in the United States.31 In 1866, secular sheet music had become popular

enough to create a market exploited by Gustav Schirmer, who imported and printed classical sheet music, including
compositions by Wagner.32
*282 During the first quarter of the nineteenth century, as many as 10,000 popular songs had been published in the United
States.33 They were typically distributed by traveling salesmen through local general stores.34 The popular pastime embodied
in the image of evening sing-alongs in the parlors of American households fueled the market, and in 1893, Charles K. Harris
composed the first ever “million seller”--After the Ball.35 The first “multimedia” work was produced in 1894 when The Little
Lost Child was performed by professional singers with the projection of images simultaneously flashed on a wall with the
help of a new device that could display photos.36
In the early years of the twentieth century, the cacophony produced by the strains of pianos and vocals spilling out of open
windows in “Tin Pan Alley” on 28th Street between Fifth Avenue and Broadway in New York City spawned the modern
music industry.37 In 1927, when Al Jolson exclaimed in The Jazz Singer, “Wait a minute, wait a minute, you ain’t heard
nothin’ yet,”38 he was prophetic because the ability to record musical works for later playback catapulted music toward the
multibillion dollar industry it has become in the United States.39 The actual dollar value of American popular music is
impossible to measure, in part because of an enormous piracy problem.40 Piracy is greatly exacerbated by digital technology,
which has made wholesale copying economically feasible.41
*283 Protecting the value of musical compositions has presented a considerable legal challenge. In this context, law seems
almost necessarily reactive in nature, always lagging behind technological development concerning both new distribution
methods and technological means of protecting the value of this facet of intellectual property.42 It is often argued, with little
objection, that copyright law exists and has evolved in specific relation to technological development and change; prior to
Gutenberg, moveable type, and the demand for printed matter created thereby, there was no practical need to protect the
writings of authors.43 While this is a good argument, it does not seem entirely true. Music is a good example. Sheet music
existed in 1790 when the first copyright act was enacted by Congress, yet music was not included in the list of that which was
copyrightable. The 1790 copyright law protected “the author or authors of any map, chart, book or books,”44 extending to
them “the sole right and liberty of printing, reprinting, publishing and vending” such works.45 An 1802 amendment extended
copyright protection to “arts of designing, engraving and etching historical and other prints.”46 It was not until 1831 that
music was added to the list of copyrightable subject matter by Congress.47
As technology advanced, copyright law lagged behind. In 1908, the U.S. Supreme Court heard a case brought by the
composer of Little Cotton Dolly and Kentucky Babe, who complained that his works had been transcribed onto perforated
rolls used in the then-fashionable player pianos which graced the parlors of turn-of-the-century upper-class households and
which were used at storefronts to draw patrons from the street.48 The composer, Adam Geibel, had registered and obtained
copyright protection for these melodies in 1897 under the Copyright Act in effect at the time, which had granted protection
for an author of musical works and gave him the “sole liberty of printing, reprinting, publishing, completing, copying,
executing, finishing and vending” his works.49 The defendant manufactured piano rolls, which functioned by permitting air to
rush through strategically-located perforations in the rolls, thereby placing pneumatic pressure on the individual keys and
thus “playing” the song.50 The plaintiff argued that the Copyright Act protected the melody and all *284 means of expression
which could permit the composition to be played and heard.51 The Court, however, found that copyright protection extended
only to the statutorily covered media, which in this case was the tangible medium in which the music was fixed: sheet
music.52 The Court held that protection extended only to an intelligible written record of the music which could be read by a
person.53 The piano rolls could not be read and understood by most people and were part of a machine, and they were not
copies of sheet music protectable under copyright law.54 Congress, the Court said, would have to adopt a broader concept to
cover mechanically-read copies55--and that is precisely what happened the following year.
The 1909 Copyright Act extended protection to “mechanical reproductions” of music, but at the same time introduced a
compulsory licensing provision, discussed infra, for such mechanical reproductions.56 The development of music publishing
in the twentieth century has been driven in part by technology advances and in part by the royalty-splitting nature of music
publishing.57 Income sources have been identified and exploited for music in the following contexts: sheet music, sound
recordings, public performances, synchronization (sound recordings combined with visual images in motion pictures and the
like), videos, television programming, and now in emerging areas such as CD-ROM multimedia products and interactive
works digitally distributed through cyberspace.58 This melange of uses has created a web of varying and complicated
economic interests.59 Over the years, music, as copyrightable matter, has become something of a copyright “troublemaker”--it
has raised peculiar issues, mostly in relation to advancing recordation, playback, and distribution technologies.60

*285 B. Traditional Peculiarities in Licensing Music
Among the more prominent of these peculiar issues are: 1) what some call the “split copyright syndrome;”61 2) that not one
but two copyrights are associated with recorded music;62 and 3) that music can implicate all five rights in the “bundle of
rights” granted by the Copyright Act.63
The “split copyright syndrome” concerns co-authorship and/or co-publishing.64 In contrast to music, the author of a novel is
almost always a single individual who either maintains ownership of the copyright to the work by licensing it herself to
publishers and even movie producers, or who conveys the copyright to a single publishing company in return for
contractually-based royalties.65 To license such a copyrighted work, the entity seeking the license would deal either with the
copyright-owning author or the copyright-owning book publishing company.66 In music, there may be many owners of a
single copyright.67 First, the song may have been co-written by several individuals--say, all five members of a band. If they
retain the copyright, which is common where the band records its own songs,68 there may be five publishing entities involved,
none of which is actively in the music publishing business, especially long after the band has split up and even after the
copyright-owning musicians have retired from playing music.69
Second, even where the song was authored by a single individual, the copyright still may be split into several pieces because
of economic forces.70 For example, suppose a songwriter writes a song and conveys all but a small portion of the copyright to
a music publisher in Austin, whose principal job then is to exploit the composition.71 The publisher pitches the song to a
well-known singer’s record producer in Nashville. She likes the song and recommends it to the artist for inclusion on the
artist’s next CD project. The artist likes the song and records it for release on XYZ Records. Given the huge
supply-over-demand problem vis-a-vis *286 new songs in Nashville, the producer may want a piece of the copyright,72 and
then the artist may want a piece of the copyright,73 and then here comes the record company wanting a piece of the
copyright.74 In the end, the copyright to a song written by a single author may end up being owned by five or more music
publishing companies.75 In Nashville, the saying is that there are more music publishing companies than there are people.76
Another problem is that in licensing recorded music, a license must be obtained both from the owner or owners of the
copyright to the sound recording and from the owner or owners of the copyright to the underlying musical composition.77 The
arduous task of composing music often is represented through scenes in movies such as Amadeus and Immortal Beloved,
where the composer plunks out notes on a keyboard and subsequently places goose quill to parchment in an effort to
memorialize a new and captivating melody.78 Often, the visual imagery of this process in a movie is accompanied by a swell
of music purporting, it seems, to represent a sense of the “produced” sounds the composer is hearing as he writes.
Interestingly, such scenes actually illustrate the composition-sound recording distinction--the song’s basic melody versus
how the song will sound once fully recorded and mixed, or once it is produced.79 The underlying composition is protected
under copyright law, and each recording of the composition--unique in its *287 own way--is separately protected under
copyright law.80 Musically, there is synergy between the two separate creative acts since record producers shape the ultimate
sound of a composition, and skillful production often spells the difference in whether the recording is a commercial success
or a failure.81
The distinction between copyright protection of the composition and copyright protection of subsequent sound recordings
adds further complexity in calculating licensing compensation for digitally-distributed works.82 A mechanical license permits
the “reproduction of music in a form that may be heard with the aid of a ‘mechanical’ device.”83 Early forms of mechanical
devices, such as the music box invented in 1796 by Antoine Favre, generally contained only one composition which could be
heard through the device.84 The advent of the player piano (and similar devices) and, later, Thomas Alva Edison’s “record
player”85 changed conceptions about music licensing because the producers of sound recordings also wanted copyright
protection--and ultimately had the political clout to obtain it.86 The possibility of interchanging various recordings played
through one device helped create and shape the modern music industry.87 Now, in the digital realm, compositions are
rendered into digital bits which create sound files capable of playback on any device capable of replaying a binary file.88
*288 Although the various types of playback media now in use are vastly different technologically from previous media, the
recordings played back on them still are collectively referred to as mechanical reproductions, and the permission to record a
song for playback on these media is still referred to as a mechanical license.89 After Congress, in the 1909 Copyright Act,
included in the “bundle of rights” the exclusive right to make mechanical reproductions,90 it balanced this right by requiring
copyright owners of underlying musical compositions to license the right to make mechanical reproductions to all comers
after the first permission had been given and the first recording had been released to the public for sale.91 Although originally
included to balance out a potential monopoly of the Aeolian Co., which had the exclusive license to make piano rolls for

most of the popular music existing in the early 1900s,92 some commentators have argued that the compulsory licensing
provision no longer is necessary and that mechanical licenses should be as “freely negotiable” as are other types of licenses.93
However, as alluded to in the discussion concerning the “split copyright syndrome,” getting every copyright co-owner on the
same page, so to speak, may range from difficult to impossible.94 As such, the compulsory licensing provision provides a
statutory basis for compensating copyright co-owners who might never settle among themselves on a rate.95 Further, many
proponents of the compulsory licensing provision believe American music is a national treasure that neither copyright owners
nor co-owners should be able to withhold from the public for any reason after its initial release.96
The creator of the first sound recording of an underlying musical composition must obtain permission from the copyright
owner to make a mechanical reproduction (sound recording) of the work; once given, the creator of the sound recording
obtains certain limited rights under copyright law.97 The copyright owner of the sound recording is limited to the right to
reproduce and distribute to the public the sounds fixed in the sound recording of the underlying composition.98 The sound*289 recording copyright owner also has the limited right to make derivative works of the recording by rearranging or
reusing the sounds fixed in the original recording.99 As indicated, once a song has been released one time for sale to the
public, subsequent sound-recording licensees may obtain a compulsory license to make a subsequent sound recording for sale
to the public.100
Such mechanical licenses require payment to the owner(s) of the underlying composition of the greater of an amount equal to
2.75 cents per copy or 0.5 cents per minute of the underlying composition used.101 Anyone wishing to obtain a compulsory
license must serve notice of intention to do so with the copyright owner(s) or, if the owners are unreachable, with the
Copyright Office itself.102 Compulsory licensing was extended to MIDI103 computer files when the Copyright Office declared
them to be works of authorship copyrightable as sound recordings.104 It is important to note that a MIDI file which contains
instructions for “generating motion pictures or other audiovisual works” is not considered a “sound recording” since it is an
“audiovisual” work; thus, such a MIDI file is not subject to compulsory licensing.105
Finally, music--in contrast to most other copyrightable subject matter--can implicate from just one to all five of the rights in
the “bundle of rights” granted by copyright law: the reproduction right, the derivative right, the distribution right, the
performance right, and the display right.106 For example, as is the case with the Copyright Office’s declaration that MIDI files
containing audiovisual instructions do not invoke the compulsory licensing provision, case law indicates that the compulsory
license to record and release a musical composition that has been previously recorded and released does not extend to the
visual display of the lyrics.107 In ABKCO Music, Inc. v. Stellar Records, Inc.,108 the defendant Performance Tracks, Inc., the
compulsory licensee, argued that it had the right to sell “CD + G”109 compact discs of ABKCO’s song based on the
compulsory licensing *290 provision.110 Performance Tracks, Inc. is in the business of producing CDs for use at “karaoke”111
bars, where amateur singers entertain the bar’s patrons by singing along to instrumental tracks of popular songs.112 Stellar’s
CD product plays the instrumental tracks and provides televised images of the song’s lyrics to aid the karaoke singer.113
The court ruled that the graphical presentation of the words implicated the display right in addition to the reproduction and
distribution rights covered by the compulsory license provision114 and that the publisher had the right to enjoin such use or
presumably to be separately and additionally compensated for the display right.115 It is notable that the first sentence in the
second paragraph of the opinion in ABKCO indicated the case to be one of first impression “in terms of the technology at
issue … .”116 The technology, of course, is digitally based.117 Some say America is the “information society,”118 but the “digital
age”119 may be a more appropriate term of art.
C. The Digital Age and What Hath it Wrought?
It is clear that as computer hardware and software was evolving in the 1970s and the first half of the 1980s, the legal system
did not sufficiently appreciate the situation.120 The transition from analog technology to digital technology, from paper-based,
chemical-based, and plastic-based media of expression to the computer chip, came faster121--almost sneaking up on the
copyright system--and had a *291 greater impact than imagined by most.122 Now the legal system finds itself trying to cope
with the digital age and its impact on, for example, music.123 There was a time--a simpler time--when music licensing was
complicated, but perhaps did not exceed the system’s ability to derive methods of dealing with the complications. The new
uses of music and the problems associated with those new uses can be quite perplexing.124
Cyberspace is a central feature in a cross-platform telecommunications convergence which is bringing access to global
markets in the form of the personal computer.125 The telecommunications industry is currently experiencing a wave of

technological and regulatory activity.126 Many types of services are now offered via terrestrial telecommunications lines,127
and private satellite networks offer promising development opportunities for the delivery of digital content.128 One such
venture, the “Teledesic” project, would place 288 low-level satellites in orbit to provide Internet service “anywhere,
anytime--ubiquitous computing.”129 On the receiving end, currently marketed high-speed modems will provide the necessary
bandwidth for the delivery of digital products.130
The interactivity inherent in digital platforms serves as the basis for the delivery of music and audiovisual works via cable,
optical, and wireless modes of communication.131 These types of electronic mechanisms support interactive *292
environments on an international scale.132 The World Trade Organization (WTO) and the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) are seeking common ground for the regulation of telecommunications services which form the delivery
mechanisms for such intellectual property products as music.133 An increasing amount of income from music publishing and
licensing comes from sub-publishers in international markets, who collect fees for U.S. copyright owners through
arrangements with U.S. music publishers.134 Nearly 80% of music publishing revenues are generated outside the United
States.135 In Europe, the mechanical rights collection society for each particular region administers all mechanical licenses,
collecting royalties based on a percentage of the retail or wholesale price for a CD or cassette--the entire recording--and not
per song as in the United States.136
New technology is creating new methods of distributing music and is connecting musicians with global markets.137 As music
products are globally distributed, significant conflicts of laws issues will arise.138 For example, the copyright owner’s capacity
to collect royalties may turn on the construction, under various international laws and treaties, of existing licensing
agreements which were not written with the new technologies in mind.139
II. New Uses of Music
A. Effect of New Technology on Previous Agreements
What is the effect of new technology on previous agreements?140 Just when an attorney thinks she has appropriately licensed a
piece of music from its copyright- *293 owning music publishing company, she discovers that the songwriter has sued the
publishing company on the theory that the original copyright conveyance did not contemplate this “new use,” such as
cyberspace distribution or inclusion in a multimedia work.141 Lawsuits have been filed by various literary authors’
organizations against various publishers “challenging the reproduction of [literary] works on CD-ROMs and online services
by these publishers without additional compensation to the author.”142 One literary group has said that because of lower costs
to the publisher, authors should receive at least 50% of the proceeds from such electronic distribution.143 One such
organization also argues that “all rights” clauses in contracts be limited to “rights for media in existence at the time of the
agreement.”144
The problem of the effect of new technology on previous agreements crystallized with the enormous popularity of home
video.145 Music publishers reviewed existing synchronization licenses that permitted the reproduction of a musical work as
part of a film soundtrack or coupled with images in other contexts and asserted that such licenses did not cover use in home
videos.146 This assertion met with mixed results because the language in many grant clauses referred to uses which were in
existence at the time or to be invented in the future, and such language has provided a solid basis for the claim that the use of
the music in video recordings was covered by the original grant.147 On the other hand, grant clauses which contained express
permission for the use of musical works in films but not in any other device or application have provided protection to
copyright owners bringing claims for copyright infringement and/or breach of contract.148 The most difficult license
provisions to sort out referenced the particular film but did not define or restrict technological applications.149 Without express
restrictions, claims are difficult to press. On this point, a class action lawsuit was brought in the early 1980s by actor Mickey
Rooney and others against several studios arguing that the studios owed compensation to performing artists based on the sale
of videos for *294 home viewing.150 Since the artists had granted the studios very broad rights to exploit their performances
without express restrictions, their claim was rejected.151
The scope of licensed uses related to the delivery of music via a subscription service was recently tested. In Broadcast Music,
Inc. v. 84-88 Broadway, Inc.,152 the court construed a license which provided background music service to a New Jersey night
club.153 The licensor of the service was Digital Music Service (DMS), which provided the background music subject to a
public performance license from Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI). The night club owners had allowed disc jockey-hosted

performances and live performances of some of the songs delivered through the service by musicians on stage at the club.154
The defendant argued that the license from DMS covered such live and disc jockey performances, but the court disagreed and
enjoined the club from “hosting any further public performances” of the various pieces which were licensed specifically from
BMI for the purpose of “performing” the songs as delivered via DMS.155
Whether a particular use of a musical composition has been licensed may force a court to balance equities or to examine the
extent to which the parties contemplated and bargained for future uses. Compensation for uses in cyberspace raises this
problem since public distribution and performance of musical compositions in cyberspace may have been an “unforeseen
use” until very recently. The situation may be analogized to a new form of broadcasting or public performance which could
be compensated through the performing rights societies. Whether a license is construed broadly through analogy, or narrowly
in favor of a copyright owner, the issue of fair compensation ultimately may be addressed in at least two ways.
Currently, the two best approaches to dealing with this problem seem to be: 1) language through which the copyright owner
licenses any use to which the language is reasonably susceptible; or 2) language through which the copyright owner licenses
any use that falls “within the unambiguous core meaning of the [language]”156 at issue, or, in other words, any rights not
expressly granted are reserved.157 The problem was approached as follows in a proposed “standard agreement” between a
music publishing company and a songwriter:
*295 The parties acknowledge that new uses of copyrighted material are created from time to time
through, for example, the marriage of existing communication technologies or the invention of new
communication technologies. Because the exact nature of any new uses of musical copyrights
contemplated by this Agreement is not foreseeable, the parties agree that all issues arising therefrom shall
be submitted to arbitration … including but not limited to whether such use is a “new” use falling outside
the copyright conveyance … . Should the arbitrator rule that the use is a “new” use within the meaning of
the preceding sentence, Writer agrees to convey some or all of the rights to any such “new” use to
Publisher should the arbitrator so decide. Should the arbitrator determine that the use is not a “new” use,
then it shall be governed as is any copyright under this Agreement.158

B. Virtual Magistrate Project
For cyberspace-related disputes, there is a place some disputants can go other than to court or to an arbitrator or mediator.159 It
is the “Virtual Magistrate Project, an online tribunal founded in March [1996] by the Cyberspace Law Institute.”160 The
“magistrates,” who are volunteer lawyers, “limit their inquiry to whether an Internet access provider should delete or restrict
access to a file or message that a third party finds offensive, unlawful, or inappropriate.”161 This is not binding, of course, but
it seems at least potentially helpful, especially in relation to copyright infringement problems.162
C. First Amendment Considerations
When copyright owners object strongly enough to seek an injunction concerning material of theirs that, for example, is being
uploaded and distributed in cyberspace, some courts have become queasy about but have not been deterred by First
Amendment implications.163 For instance, in a 1995 case involving Netcom *296 Online Communications Services, Inc., a
federal district court acknowledged that “[t]here is a strong presumption against any injunction that could act as a ‘prior
restraint’ on free speech”164 and that “an overbroad injunction might implicate the First Amendment,”165 but the court said it
did not fear a “chilling effect” would result from “imposing liability for infringement where it is otherwise appropriate
[because] [t]he copyright concepts of the idea/expression dichotomy and the fair use defense balance the important First
Amendment rights with the constitutional authority for [copyright law].”166 In broader terms, it seems fair to infer that the
court ruled that the “no holds barred” approach to cyberspace preferred by some does not extend to validly existing
copyrights. The court said: “Although the copyright laws were developed before digital works existed, [the copyright laws]
have certainly evolved to include such works, and this court can see no reason why works should deserve less protection
because they are in digital form.”167
D. Multimedia Productions
Multimedia productions distributed by CD-ROM offer a thorny set of issues to the licensing community. In addition to it

simply being a good business practice, the multimedia producer probably should seek a broad grant because of the “new
technologies” problem, as discussed above. On the other hand, the rights-holder will seek to narrow the scope of the license,
usually by reserving any rights not expressly granted.168
Normally, the multimedia producer would want
the right to: (1) modify the work and duplicate the work and any derivatives thereof for the purpose of incorporating the work
or its derivatives into a product; (2) duplicate copies of the product incorporating the work or its derivatives; (3) distribute
copies of the product incorporating the work or its derivatives by sale, lease, license or lending; and (4) transmit, download or
otherwise transfer or distribute the work or its derivatives as fixed in the products.169
The right to synchronize the musical work to images should be included as well, especially when the work being licensed is a
musical work.170

*297 The rights-holder, on the other hand, will try to limit the grant as much as possible while still granting the specific rights
necessary to facilitate the transaction. One particular limit rights-holders like to control is the duration of the license because
other licensing requests or even new types of licensing requests could arise, especially for a work that is or seems about to be
in some demand.171 While the right to “sell” the resulting multimedia product normally would be central to any such licensing
agreement, the rental market and language permitting rental should not be overlooked. It is probably true that being granted
the right to sell the product does not of itself constitute the right also to “rent” the product.172 Another issue that is particularly
important in the multimedia context is permission to manipulate.173 In other words, acquiring a license to use a particular
work does not necessarily involve the right to manipulate or use only part of the work or to combine it in perhaps odd ways
with other works.174
Thus, the producer will want breadth and the rights-holder will want significant limitation. These conflicting goals could be
one of the thornier issues with respect to working out contract language. Further, the failure to solve this problem
contractually could result in a misrepresentation action under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act.175
Then, just when it seems all the problems have been worked out, a really unusual problem can arise. While it is usually
prudent to use public domain materials because they are royalty-free, some of them may not be so free. When the work
involves multiple authors or multiple copyrights, one or more of which may have expired and others of which may not have
expired,176 extra caution should be observed. Copyright duration periods can be different in different countries and,
importantly for U.S. material, it is good to have “an awareness of renewal-period issues for pre-1976 works.”177 There also are
some circumstances under which some works previously in the public domain can be or have been “recaptured.”178 While this
is not a digital issue, it nonetheless should be considered.
*298 E. Cyberspace
While the multimedia licensing world may prove pernicious, it may be child’s play compared to licensing as it relates to
cyberspace.179 In 1997 in France, Francois-Xavier Bergot, a student at the Ecole National Superieure Des
Telecommunications, digitized and posted in cyberspace songs of several musical artists, including some twenty
compositions by Michel Sardou, a French composer.180 Sardou had assigned performance rights and reproduction rights in his
compositions to Art Music France and Warner Chappell France, who joined him in bringing a claim for copyright
infringement against Bergot.181 The court did not accept Bergot’s argument that posting the music to his Web page on the
student server was permissible because his Web page essentially was for his private use.182 The court noted that the fact that
third parties could access Bergot’s page and download copies of the songs was a violation of the applicable copyrights.183
Likewise, the court rejected the argument that Bergot was not liable because the copies were made by third parties who
accessed his site.184 The court found that he had given implied authority to copy songs by making them available to his
Web-site visitors.185
A major issue in the context of cyberspace is the question of exactly what is implied in terms of licenses when material is
made available on a Web site by the copyright owner. When such material is placed on the Web, is the Web-site owner
purporting to grant an implied license to third parties to copy the material when such copying would otherwise constitute
copyright infringement?186 The answer probably turns on the technology and on the scope assigned to accessibility. Merely
accessing a site involves the creation of at least a temporary copy of the material in the RAM of the user’s computer as well

as a visual display on the user’s computer monitor.187 Depending on the number of people viewing the material *299
simultaneously and depending on the nature of the material, the public performance right could be implicated.188 If the end
user downloads a permanent copy of a work to her hard drive and subsequently e-mails a copy to a friend, the distribution
right may be implicated.189 If a user posts a downloaded work to a bulletin board where it can be further accessed and
displayed, the reproduction, display, and distribution rights could be implicated.190 If the user creates a link from her site to
the site containing the copyrighted material, is a license required? It is not at all clear what a copyright owner intends to
grant, if anything, in terms of implied licenses when she makes one or more of her copyrights available in cyberspace. An
implied license mechanism normally turns on the intent of the parties and on the factual context for the assertion of the
license.191 In the context of music, a copyright owner without sufficient knowledge of the power of cyberspace may find that
she impliedly has given permission--even broad permission--to access and use a composition. In the Unchained Melody case,
the copyright owners certainly had not given CompuServe permission to make the work available in cyberspace;192 however,
because “the current technology works too well” in that it can deliver thousands of accurate copies easily and quickly,193
when a copyright owner places a work in cyberspace without specific restrictions expressed at the Web site, the scope of the
permission granted to Web surfers could be impliedly broad and create serious problems once the tune is “out of the bag.”
In this context, too, the “split copyright syndrome” creates significant issues since a copyright owner with only partial
ownership in the sound recording copyright or the underlying composition copyright may not have the legal capacity to grant
any license, express or implied, without the permission of the other owners.194 Generally, the existence of an implied license
turns on the objective conduct of the parties, but an end user probably would have no idea whether a composition made
available in cyberspace had been placed there with the collective *300 permission of all those owning an interest in the
composition and/or sound recording. In any event, copyright infringement is a strict-liability tort which does not require
intent to infringe;195 rather, it requires some action which violates one of the exclusive rights under Section 106 of the
Copyright Act.196 It may be that asserting an implied license to reproduce and distribute compositions which are posted to a
Web site--even if placed there by the sole owner of the copyright to the composition and the sole owner of the copyright to
the sound recording--does not constitute an affirmative defense to copyright infringement. The copyright-owning plaintiff’s
downside, however, is that if she has posted a composition to her Web site and many copies of it are subsequently made and
distributed by third parties, assessing and recouping any royalties which should have been paid by the potentially large
number of putative defendants would be difficult indeed.
Already, licensing mechanisms are in place at several Web sites that specialize in marketing and distributing digitized
music.197 At a basic level, some Web sites provide for access to thirty or so seconds of music samples from the artists
represented through the site, with the further possibility of licensing or purchasing music through a more traditional channel
of distribution.198 One such site, found at <http:// www.johnnyrock.com/catalog.html> (johnnyrock), provides a showcase for
various artists and access to a quarterly printed publication featuring various artists.199 By exploring on-line information about
the artists, a user can click on an album cover representing a specific artist and hear a thirty-second excerpt of the artist’s
music.200 Questions about purchasing or licensing music from a represented artist may be asked via e-mail to the Web site or
via a link to the artist’s home page from each artist’s biography page on the johnnyrock site.201 A similar site features
thirty-second clips and the opportunity to purchase music as a hard copy.202
*301 In terms of the major players, there is a clear recognition that selling music over the Internet in any form is not yet
profitable and probably will not be profitable for at the least the next several years.203 A growing number of companies were
vying for this business by early 1998, but three companies--towerrecords.com, CDNow, and N2K--are the “leading
players.”204 Currently, they are distributing CDs through conventional physical delivery, but N2K envisions “a site where
customers can not only order CDs but also listen to live concerts, sample music, and ultimately buy and download
music--songs, whole CDs--directly.”205 That, says one N2K investor, “is the future of music retailing.”206 Because the legal
and technological hurdles concerning direct music distribution are “major,” it will be some time before such distribution
constitutes a significant share of the market.207
Representing something of a hybrid between physical distribution through Internet sales of record company CDs and direct
Internet distribution of record company CDs is the “mixing and matching” of individual songs. One such Web site,
<http://www.musicmaker.com/>, allows customers to choose from thousands of songs to build a customized seventy-minute
CD for about $15 per disk plus postage.208 The caveats are that only minor labels have bought into this idea, the genres are
limited, and both inter-label and inter-genre mixing and matching are prohibited.209 Still, if the majors ever buy into the idea,
and if the mixing and matching rules become liberalized, this service could occupy a significant market niche.
On the public-performance front, several sites have obtained licenses through the American Society of Composers, Authors,

and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) for the public performance of music through Web *302 sites.210
The BMI Web Site Music Performance Agreement is available at the BMI web site.211 A similar license is available from
ASCAP and provides that a particular Web site may be licensed to “publicly perform, or cause to be publicly performed, by
means of web site transmissions, non-dramatic renditions of the separate musical compositions in our Repertory.”212 The
license limits performances to those via the computer service, and it limits the territory to the United States, its territories and
possessions, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; and the computer service is not authorized to grant anyone
any right to reproduce, copy, or distribute by any means, method, or process whatsoever, any of the musical compositions
licensed by this agreement, including, but not limited to, transferring or downloading any such musical composition to a
computer hard drive, or otherwise copying the composition onto any other storage medium.213
In Japan, the entertainment industry has begun requesting copyright fees for live performances of music made available in
cyberspace.214 The Japanese Society for Rights of Authors, Composers, and Publishers informed a theme park that it must pay
fees for live music concerts transmitted live over the Internet.215 The transmission had included an audio format “that disables
recording by receiving-end computers.”216 Further negotiations relating to the royalty payments due for such performances are
focusing on the nature of the transmissions and the extent of the rights granted under any license provision.217 Clearly, there is
significant activity in cyberspace with respect to music and music licensing; there is not, however, much case law to consider.
Unchained Melody218 represents the most significant case to date.219 The case was filed in 1994 by about 150 music publishers
concerning about 500 songs.220 The plaintiffs claimed that “CompuServe was indirectly responsible *303 for the unauthorized
recording and storing of [the songs] on its computer database,”221 the idea being that the on-line company had “permitted,
facilitated and participated in the uploading and downloading by its subscribers”222 of the songs. The case settled in 1995,
disappointing those who wanted to know what the courts would say on this subject.223 The settlement paid by CompuServe
was in the mid-six figures.224 What the settlement agreement also did was fashion an agreement between the Harry Fox
Agency (HFA), which represents most active music publishers in the realm of mechanical licenses, and CompuServe with
regard to how CompuServe would acquire licenses to include music on its databases.225 The parties agreed that the licensing
arrangement was in compliance with the compulsory licensing provisions of the Copyright Act and that the statutory royalty
rate in effect at the time of the issuance of the license would govern payment.226 The scope of any license granted would be
limited to databases operated by CompuServe anywhere in the United States, and it was agreed that those databases would be
accessible by CompuServe customers outside the United States.227
Under the licensing arrangement agreed to in the settlement, the person managing a forum hosted by CompuServe is issued a
personal identification number (PIN).228 When the manager wants to license a particular song, he sends an electronic request
to HFA.229 HFA then issues an electronic notice which grants the license to upload the song to the computer server and then
permits the CompuServe customer to download the song to her personal computer.230 The mechanical license permits the
digital distribution of a copy of the song to the customer.231 The license is issued under the terms of the compulsory license
provision in Section 115 of the Copyright Act and the rate payable for each copy distributed is the statutory rate.232 *304 The
licensing mechanism includes permission for the forum manager to access the HFA computer song file database.233
CompuServe had to guarantee the royalty payments that the managers incurred at the various forums if the managers failed to
pay them.234 The license is terminable thirty days after notice of nonpayment is received, and all copies thereafter downloaded
are to be considered infringing copies.235 All payments under the agreement are to be accompanied by written reports
detailing the copies made, and HFA maintained the right to access the CompuServe Information service to audit and verify
the copies made and their uses.236 All licenses were limited to nonvisual audio uses only.237
There are several points of interest here. First, the licensing mechanism was drafted with reference to the technology of
cyberspace. Second, security measures were implemented through the issuance of PIN numbers and explicit authorization to
access certain computer files belonging to the parties.238 Third, an electronic contracting mechanism was implemented,
spelled out, and agreed to regarding form and function.239 Electronic contracting, such as that contemplated in the
CompuServe settlement, is in its infancy, of course, and music licensing agreements ultimately will be subject to the
electronic-contracting standards that are established from time to time in cyberspace.240
Although cyberspace hosts only a tiny portion of the world’s commerce, cyberspace almost certainly will develop into a
substantial element of the global economy.241 The architecture of the Internet provides a basic infrastructure for global
electronic commerce.242 The infrastructure allows low-cost transmission of all types of data: text, images, and audio
(including music).243 It provides the platform on which many types of applications which facilitate business transactions *305
can run.244 As the popularity of the Internet mushrooms, cyberspace becomes a potentially valuable medium for businesses,
many of which already are connected or are analyzing the options currently available to them for plugging into digital

commerce.245
Analysts predict a robust and viable electronic economy in the near future.246 A recent report from Forrester Research found
that business-to-business transactions over the Internet may reach $66 billion by the year 2000.247 The same report estimates
that by the year 2002, the total value of goods and services traded across the Internet will rise to $200 billion.248 Increasingly,
global trade is driven by technology, software, information services, entertainment products, technical information, financial
services, product licenses, and professional services.249 These sectors now account for more than $40 billion in U.S. exports
alone250 and are uniquely situated for delivery via digital transmission over wired and wireless systems because their products
are intangible.251 Consumption of intangibly based products and services will drive electronic commerce.252 In addition, the
Internet may well foster a revolution in the retail and direct-marketing sectors.253 Consumers will have remote access to
retailers around the globe and will be able to see and hear information pertaining to products and services the world over
through their computer monitors or hybrid television apparatuses.254
*306 The two major legal issues which drive the electronic commerce debate concern the difficulty of developing secure
on-line payment systems and the uncertainties surrounding the enforceability of electronic contracts.255 Additionally, the
mechanisms for connecting the various parties in commercial transactions raise questions about encryption and security.256
Whether the architecture can be made secure and whether contracts can be made effective in a virtual environment are serious
concerns.257 The legal issues are driven in part by the types of transactions which occur in the digital realm.258 The expanding
use of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and other electronic contracting mechanisms and the increased drive to facilitate the
electronic transfer of funds pose important legal issues.259
Historically, EDI was a system of electronic transacting between well-known partners which focused on electronic forms,
such as those for ordering supplies.260 EDI is a forms-based method of sending documents over a computer network, with
communication occurring computer-to-computer without human intervention.261 The purpose of EDI is to communicate
important information such as “price lists, inventory levels, engineering documents” and the like across a computer network
to link suppliers and customers.262 The use of EDI has been expanded to permit EDI Internet Service Providers the capacity,
for example, to “set up one-stop shops where a company could have a commercial Web site built, hosted, and maintained.”263
Wireless technologies will enable an even greater range of options.264 EDI software vendors are expanding the technology to
include software for electronic commerce.265 Some are expanding into the realm of countertop devices which can *307 store
credit card transaction information and process transactions via smart card.266 Traditional EDI is evolving into a broader
electronic commerce platform, where graphic interfaces will contain electronic “forms” that will permit transactions between
customers and businesses with a presence on the Web.267 Software innovation is bringing the cost of traditional EDI down.268
New applications by software vendor Actra support two emerging standards on the Internet.269 The first is the Open Buying
on the Internet (OBI) standard which permits vendors to present on-line catalogs to facilitate transactions.270 The second
standard expands EDI to work over the Internet (EDIINT).271 The latter application moves the EDI mechanism away from
private networks and into the public Internet.272 This expansion of transactions based on electronic forms will have to be
refined and customized in order to apply to the complexities of music licensing,273 and it likely will be combined with
copyright security and compensation mechanisms into a package that facilitates contracts and payment.274 Significant
developments are occurring on other fronts as well.
In one context, Congress rescued the judicial branch from the necessity of making rulings in a vacuum concerning digital
music and cyberspace by amending the Copyright Act in 1995.275 The Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act,
for the first time in U.S. history, granted a limited public-performance right to the copyright owner of a sound recording over
and above the public-performance right always enjoyed by the copyright owner of the underlying composition.276 Under the
new law, sound-recording copyright owners have “an exclusive performance right in sound recordings that are performed by
means of subscription service digital transmissions …. [This change contemplates] a shift in the sound recording industry
from distribution of physical sound recordings to digital *308 distribution.”277 As with the Unchained Melody settlement, the
act contains licensing and royalty provisions and extends the mechanical license right to digital deliveries of sound
recordings.278 The main area of concern was to protect the copyright owner of the sound recording from high-quality, digital
public performances in cyberspace that could potentially spawn commercial-quality copies, thereby potentially seriously
affecting CD and cassette sales in traditional retail outlets.279 The two main outlets for digitally-distributed works which will
require licenses under this new act are music subscription services and certain interactive services.280
Subscription services are services which transmit music, typically over cable television systems and independent satellite
systems, and enable the customer to pay for various channels of music without commercials.281 The transmission is limited to
those participants who pay for the subscription.282 The new provision does not apply to audiovisual transmissions, such as

music videos.283 A subscription service may acquire a compulsory license to publicly perform the sound recording if it
follows certain requirements.284 The subscription service may not play more than three selections from a particular sound
recording during any given three-hour period and may not play more than two songs consecutively.285 In the case of a sound
recording compilation sold as a boxed unit, no more than four selections may be played in a given three-hour period, and no
more than three selections may be played consecutively.286 These restrictions prevent the service from sequentially playing all
or a substantial part of a CD because such playing undoubtedly would encourage the “free” recording by consumers of
digital-quality sound recordings in competition with sales at traditional outlets.287 The service cannot publish advance
schedules or make announcements of upcoming songs and must include any digital *309 tag accompanying the sound
recording which notes the artists and other copyright management information.288 Subscription services choosing not to abide
by these requirements must negotiate individual licenses.289
The second type of service which requires a license from the copyright owner of a sound recording is the “interactive
service.”290 The interactive service is defined as “one that enables a member of the public to receive, on request, a
transmission of a particular sound recording chosen by or on behalf of the recipient.”291 The types of services included would
be “audio-on-demand services, pay per listen services, and ‘celestial jukebox transmissions.”’292 Although the law principally
was engineered to cover subscriptions through cable television and satellite transmission services, the Recording Industry
Association of America has taken the position that World Wide Web sites which charge access fees could be hosting public
performances which would require licenses from the sound recording copyright owner under this act. The shift to music
distribution via the Internet is currently driven by advances in technology which could bring compulsory sound recording
licenses to the Internet for certain types of performances.293 It is unclear whether and to what extent this new federal law
affects the Unchained Melody settlement agreement; obviously, however, they overlap to some degree.
The American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), the oldest of the three performing rights
organizations in the United States, created the Department of New Media & Technology Strategy in 1995, the function of
which was to move ASCAP onto the Information Superhighway.294 In fashioning a license to facilitate the use of its repertoire
in cyberspace, “licensees [are offered] the opportunity to elect from among four rate schedules the one that the online
licensee determines best suits its needs.”295 The limitations include prohibitions.296 License agreements with ASCAP,
Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI), and SESAC297 concern the copyright to the underlying musical composition.298
*310 F. Digital Sampling
Another problem in music licensing in the digital age concerns what is known as “digital sampling.”299 Digital sampling can
be defined as the electronic lifting of portions--usually a small portion--of an existing piece of recorded music for use in a
new work.300 Sampling has implications for the owners of the underlying copyright and for the owners of the sound recording
copyright.301 The “rap” music genre makes extensive use of digital sampling.302 Since the opening-shot case of Grand Upright
Music, Ltd. v. Warner Brothers Records, Inc.303 in late 1991, samplers have understood that using digital samples is not
normally covered by the fair-use provisions or by any other such defense.304 Prior to Grand Upright, many digital samplers
thought it just might not be necessary to acquire a license to sample part of an existing recording into a new recording.305
In Grand Upright, a rap artist using the pseudonym “Biz Markie” had asked the owner of the copyright to the sound
recording and the copyright to the underlying musical composition--who, oddly, happened to be the same person (he was also
the artist performing the sound recording)--for permission to digitally lift the three words “alone again, naturally” and the
accompanying music from the sound recording of the same name and insert the sample into a new rap composition titled
“Alone Again.”306 The owner of the copyrights, Gilbert O’Sullivan, refused permission, but the rap artist sampled the song
anyway, and this lawsuit resulted.307 The court made clear its view that such behavior infringed the copyrights involved and
enjoined the further distribution of the CD containing the infringed material.308 Since that time, license agreements have been
developed that spell out the relationship between the sampler and the sampled.309
*311 III. Solutions and Conclusions
A. Electronic Compensation and Licensing Mechanisms
There are several products under development which are designed to track digital content and identify its creator. Recently, a
digital object identifier (DOI) was to have been introduced at the Frankfurt Book Fair.310 The DOI is a “standard method for

identifying digital content in digital commerce.”311 A DOI has two components: a prefix and a suffix represented by
numerical codes.312 The prefix identifies the publisher, and the suffix identifies a particular work.313 The system operates as a
large library catalog which matches DOI identifiers with the current Internet address where the work, or information about
the work, is available.314 An interested Web surfer could access the Web site and obtain information about the work or be
given permission to download the work from the Web site.315 The system has received considerable international support
from various publishers and associations who see the identification and tracking of digital content on the Internet as a
primary concern.316 Two ideas being considered for implementation are electronic validation of commercial transactions and
verification that content tagged with a DOI has digital watermark or wraparound technology before it is allowed to be
downloaded.317 Another idea concerns the use of DOI technology as a copyright management tool.318 Thus, the DOI system
would provide both the unique identification of content and “also a way to link users of the materials to the rights holders
themselves to facilitate automated digital commerce in the new digital environment.”319 Currently, the system has more than
250,000 registrants, such as the International Publishers Association, John Wiley & Sons, Academic Press, Springer-Verlag,
the Copyright Clearance Center, Elsevier, the American Medical Association, Houghton Mifflin, and Shepard’s.320
Ultimately, the use of DOI *312 technology or something similar will provide “tools that publishers can use for internal
content management as well as for digital commerce.”321
Rights management issues were addressed and implemented in the 1996 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Copyright Treaty.322 Article 12 of the treaty creates penalties for altering digital copyright management information
embedded in works.323 To the extent that digital rights management technology is the key to music licensing, it is significant
that the WIPO Copyright Treaty, which now must be activated through implementing legislation in the signatory nations,
contemplates the importance of tracking and identifying digital content in cyberspace.324 In the United States, H.R. 2281, the
WIPO Copyright Treaties Implementation Act, provides that “[n]o person shall circumvent a technological protection
measure that effectively controls access to a work protected” under copyright law.325 The bill would make it a violation to
“manufacture, import, offer to the public, provide or otherwise traffic in any technology, product, service, device, [or]
component … primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing a technological protection measure that
effectively controls access to a work” protected under copyright law.326 Additionally, 17 U.S.C. § 1202 would make it illegal
to:
*313 (1) intentionally remove or alter any copyright management information, (2) distribute or import for
distribution copyright management information, knowing that the copyright management information has
been removed or altered without authority of the copyright owner or the law, or (3) distribute, import for
distribution, or publicly perform works, copies of works, or phonorecords, knowing that the copyright
management information has been removed or altered without authority of the copyright owner or the
law.327
There is international agreement in the music-licensing industry that identification of digital works is the key to the integrity
of royalty streams.328 In September 1997, copyright societies from around the world met to discuss a “framework for licensing
the international use of musical works on the Internet.”329 The participants focused on the idea that the “overriding principle
governing the use of music on the Internet is that fair remuneration must be paid for any and all uses.”330 The group
determined that the most important factor in implementing licensing mechanisms is the “electronic identification of musical
works” and planned to promote software mechanisms that “fingerprint” works particularly for the electronic identification of
works distributed electronically.331 While copyright management products are critical to the protection of music flowing
through the digital stream, an equally difficult issue concerns the tracking and receipt of compensation.332 Technological
solutions to the problems posed by music licensing are currently being adapted for the protection of digitized content in
general.333 The focus is on combining the dual aspects of tracking content and receiving royalties based on usage.334 One such
architecture seeks to protect electronic properties while securing payment for use through a contract and licensing compliance
mechanism.335 The technology is manifested as a “DigiBox”--a “tamper-proof electronic package that binds usage, payment,
and metering controls to any kind of digital content.”336 The usage of content is controlled and payment to copyright holders
is automated.337 A provider of digital content such as music would distribute the content via a DigiBox, which would specify
the initial price for listening, *314 accessing, or downloading the material and a separate price based on the specific use
thereafter.338 Usage information relating to digitized content would be automatically returned to the content provider.339 The
mechanism also would allow a content provider to protect further distribution and unauthorized usage because the DigiBox
itself would pass to third parties with all usage controls intact.340 The licensing mechanisms for capturing royalties will
become increasingly refined to fit the many uses of digital music in cyberspace.341 The many interests of the copyright owners
of compositions and the many interests of the copyright owners of sound recordings will focus increasingly on identifying
and marking digital materials and tying payment retrieval mechanisms into the software which distributes the material.342

B. Paradigm Shift
All of this said, some intellectual property lawyers and academics believe that a significant restructuring of copyright law is
necessary--that the copyright paradigm is in need of a shift of some kind.343 Some, for example, believe a scheme should be
devised that would greatly increase compensation to copyright owners in the short term in return for a very substantially
decreased duration period for copyrights.344 The copyright provision of the U.S. Constitution, after all, states “for limited
times.”345 That the period of duration originally was fourteen years plus fourteen years346--a concept appropriated from the
Statute of Anne347--then doubled,348 then became the life of the author plus fifty years349 does not mean that technological
change cannot render illogical what heretofore has been logical. If *315 copyright law indeed is driven by technological
change, then perhaps it is time to recognize that the technological changes brought by digitalization may require the
rethinking of the reasoning behind the period of duration.350 A piece of music copyrighted today by a thirty-year-old
songwriter who lives to age eighty--a fifty-year term--plus the after-death term of fifty years means a total copyright duration
period of 100 years for the song. Because society did not foresee the immense degree of technological change occurring in
the second half of the twentieth century, why should it seem plausible that the hundred years of copyright protection given
this new song will have much chance of real applicability? Some argue do what is possible while it is possible, and let future
generations work out the problems which would seem foolish to try to define and solve now.
C. Paradigm Revolution
Those who believe in copyright paradigm revolution think the entire system should be scrapped and a new system
created--perhaps using some familiar concepts--but with a view toward fashioning an entirely new system.351 In the
meantime, hedonism, undelayed gratification, the popularity of cyberspace, and standard economic forces are driving
solutions that embrace-- with necessary modifications--the current system.
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